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1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have established themselves as the
preferred storage technology in mobile applications and are
regarded as the key technology for emission-free electrical auto-
motive due to their high volumetric and gravimetric energy den-
sity and low self-discharge rate. In a LIB, a large number of unit
cells are connected in parallel to provide the required electrical
storage capacity. An anode stack or cathode stack consists of a
current collector, which is coated on both sides with a porous
mixture consisting of active material (AM) particles and the
binder and carbon black (BCB) phase. A unit cell typically con-
sists of an anode stack and a cathode stack with an electrically

insulating but lithium-ion permeable
porous separator in between.

However, both the operation[1] and the
aging mechanisms[2–4] of LIB depend
greatly on the temperature level. This orig-
inates from the temperature-dependent
transport and reaction kinetics[5,6] and the
electrical and thermal material proper-
ties.[7,8] The ohmic resistance of a LIB
increases below 20 �C proportional to the
decreasing temperature, which reduces
the available power of the batteries up to
30% at 0 �C.[9,10] In addition, aging mech-
anisms occur at low temperatures and lead
to irreversible damage to the batteries.[11–14]

Lithium is separated on the anode surface,
also known as lithium plating, during the
charging process at low temperatures
which leads to an irreversible capacity
lost.[10–14] The chemical reaction rates
increase exponentially above a temperature

of 40 �C and undesirable side reactions occur.[10] The latter cause
premature aging and a higher self-discharge rate.[10] In addition,
the performance of LIB is increased for elevated temperatures.
The ionic conductivity of the electrolyte increases and causes
a decrease in the ohmic resistance.[15] Furthermore, the diffusion
overvoltage is reduced due to the faster diffusion transport pro-
cesses at higher temperatures.[15] As a result, an operating win-
dow of 20–40 �C is recommended to ensure efficient use and
reduced aging mechanisms.[10]

Heat dissipation occurs inside a LIB as a result of ohmic resis-
tances and electrochemical reactions during operation,[5] which
leads to elevated battery temperatures under high electrical loads.
Schuster et al.,[16] Ramadass et al.,[17,18] Zhang et al.,[19] and
Fleckstein et al.[20] confirm the dependence of the aging mech-
anisms at elevated temperature levels mentioned earlier.
Furthermore, the authors show that the aging mechanisms also
depend on nonuniform temperature distributions caused by
thermal management systems. Therefore, well-designed thermal
management systems are required to avoid adverse or even
critical thermal conditions inside a LIB. Hence, the knowledge
of the electrochemical–thermal behavior of the batteries is
indispensable.

Numerous authors, such as Guo et al.,[21] Jeon et al.,[22] and
Yue et al.,[23] have developed electrochemical–thermal models
to predict the complex spatial nonuniformity battery temperature
as a function of the homogenization degree of their thermal
models. Hence, the models of the authors mentioned depend
on the exact knowledge of the thermal transport properties of
the individual cell layers, consisting of anodes, cathodes, and
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separators. Chen et al.,[24] Samba et al.,[25,26] and Goutam et al.[27]

homogenize the inner cell layers in their thermal models and
need, therefore, homogeneous thermal transport properties
for the inner cell core (jelly roll or stack).

According to the contributions of Maleki et al.,[7] Richter
et al.,[28] Loges et al.,[29] and Chen et al.,[30] the effective thermal
conductivity of porous anodes varies between 0.26 and
3.5Wm�1 K�1, depending on the measuring method and fluid
within the pore spaces during measurement. Gases, such as
helium, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide, are used as filling fluids
for the pore space instead of the extremely volatile electrolytes
caused by their incompatibility with established measurement
methods. The authors mentioned reported values between
0.13–2.49Wm�1 K�1 for the effective thermal conductivity of
porous cathodes, depending on the AM and filling fluid.
Richter et al.[28] determined experimental effective thermal con-
ductivity values of 0.1–0.4Wm�1 K�1 for electrolyte-soaked sep-
arators. Drake et al.,[31] Murashko et al.,[32] Bazinski and
Wang,[33] Sheng et al.,[34] Zhang et al.,[35] and Maleki et al.[36]

report effective thermal conductivity values for entire LIB
and homogeneously resolved inner cell cores perpendicular
to the cell layer direction (through-plane) between
0.15–1.63Wm�1 K�1.

The wide ranges, unknown structural parameters, and low
number of values from only a few publications make identifying
representative effective thermal conductivity values for the indi-
vidual cell layers difficult. The experimental determination of
these values is time-consuming, expensive and associated with
high uncertainties. In this regard, we present in this work a
newmodeling concept for the determination of the effective ther-
mal conductivity of porous anode stacks, cathode stacks and sep-
arators, and homogeneous cell stacks. Therefore, our analytical
and numerical model approaches[37] for porous electrode coat-
ings presented previously, which consider a large set of micro-
structural parameters and the thermal bulk material properties,
have been extended to electrode and cell stacks. The analytical
model is a precise and fast model, representing the various com-
plex thermal transport paths within the porous electrode coat-
ings. The particle contact areas, the particle distances, the
BCB phase, and its distribution by combinations of weighted par-
allel and series connections are also considered. By contrast, the
numerical model is based on a 3D generic geometry generation
of the porous electrode structures and their solution of the heat
conduction equation using the finite-volume method. The mod-
els are verified against each other and validated by experimentally
determined effective thermal conductivities of the electrode
stacks of two disassembled commercial high-power cells origi-
nating from the manufacturer KOKAM. The microstructure
parameters, such as the geometric dimensions, volume fractions
of the AM particles, the BCB phase, and the pore space, as well as
the particle size distributions of the electrode stacks of the cells
mentioned are taken from focused-ion beam–scanning electron
microscopy (FIB–SEM) images.[38] In a next step, the electrode
stacks are reconstructed under the use of the extended structure
generation routine. The effective thermal conductivity of separa-
tor layers is estimated by established analytical models for binary
component systems for the calculation of the effective thermal
conductivity of entire cell stacks. The cell stacks of the
KOKAM cells are then reconstructed by the structure generation

routine and the effective thermal conductivity of the stacks is
determined numerically as a function of the estimated thermal
conductivity boundaries of the separator layers mentioned ear-
lier. Again, the values are compared with the analytical model
and validated by experimental literature data.

The thermal conductivity of the individual cell layers can differ
by several orders of magnitude, which results in an anisotropic
behavior of the effective thermal conductivity perpendicular or
parallel to the stacking direction. This article initially deals with
the effective thermal conductivity perpendicular to the stacking
direction of anode and cathode stacks. Afterward, the anode
stacks, cathode stacks, and separators are combined to cell stacks
to determine the effective thermal conductivity perpendicular as
well as parallel to the layer direction.

The article is organized in the following manner: The struc-
ture generation routine is briefly repeated in Section 2.1.
Section 2.2 deals with the extension of the structure generation
routine by separator and current collector layers or further elec-
trode coatings to electrode and cell stacks. In Section 2.3, the def-
inition of the effective thermal conductivity is introduced and
adapted to electrode and cell stacks. Section 3.1 and 3.2 explain
the analytical model based on thermal resistance networks, devel-
oped previously for porous electrode coatings, and its extension
to electrode and cell stacks. Section 3.3 presents classic analytical
modeling approaches for heterogeneous binary component sys-
tems and their application to porous separators. In Section 4, the
reconstructed porous electrode coatings, electrode stacks, and
cell stacks for the investigated cells are discussed. Using the
reconstructed structures, numerous simulation studies for the
electrode coatings, electrode stacks, and cell stacks are con-
ducted. The results of the models are also compared with our
own experimental measurements and existing literature data
to check their validity. Section 5 provides a summary.

2. Numerical Simulation

2.1. Microstructure Generation

In our previous publication,[37] we presented a generic geometry
generation routine for porous electrode coatings. In this work,
the structure generation routine developed is extended by current
collectors and separator layers so that the effective thermal con-
ductivity of electrode stacks and cell stacks can be determined.
Therefore, we will briefly explain the functionality of the routine.
The input parameters of the routine represent the particle size
distribution, the particle shape, the initial rotation, the volume
fractions of the AM particles, and the homogeneous BCB phase
as well as the type of BCB distribution. In a first step, particles are
dropped as graphic objects stochastically into a cuboidal system
volume of predefined size, one after another, and sedimented
until a stable position of each particle is reached. A stable posi-
tion is reached if the particle crosses the lower system limitations
or a collision with an already sedimented particle occurs where
no further lowering of the particle is possible (Figure 1). The col-
lision detection is carried out by the Gilbert–Johnson–Keerthi
algorithm.[39] The lower system boundary is called the current
collector cut (according to Figure 1), where the contact area
between the current collector and the particles in the
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sedimentation process can be adjusted. The upper system
boundary is called the separator cut (according to Figure 1)
and analogous to the current collector cut, the contact area
between the particles and separator can be adjusted.

In the next step, the information of the porous particle struc-
ture generated, such as the Cartesian coordinates of the particle
centers and the size and shape of the particles, are automatically
transferred to OpenSCAD, a code-based open source computer-
aided design (CAD) program. The information is stored as string
variables in form of SCAD files for each individual particle. In a
final step, the BCB phase considered homogeneously is created
in the form of binder shells and/or bridges. The geometric infor-
mation of the individual binder shells or bridges is again stored
as string variables in SCAD files. After a check of the geometry,
all SCAD files of the individual phases are converted into stereo-
lithography (STL) files, which are needed for the numerical sim-
ulation tool. Figure 2a shows a particle covered by a binder shell,
Figure 2b a binder bridge between two particles, and Figure 2c a
mixed particle structure with binder shells and bridges.

2.2. Generation of Electrode Stacks and Cell Stacks

In the following section, the extension of the electrode coatings
by current collector and separator layers to electrode stacks and
cell stacks is discussed. First, the structure of electrode stacks and
cell stacks is briefly explained according to the schematic shown

in Figure 3. In this contribution, a unit cell of a LIB cell consists
of two electrode stacks which are separated by an electrically iso-
lating, lithium-ion permeable separator. An electrode stack
(anode stack or cathode stack) consists of a current collector,
which is coated on both sides with a porous mixture consisting
of AM particles and the BCB phase. The pore space of the porous
electrode coating is filled with an electrolyte. A cell stack consists
of half the anode current collector, a single-sided anode coating,
the separator, a single-sided cathode coating, and half the cath-
ode collector. The pore space between the coating and separator
is again filled with electrolyte.

Electrode coatings can be automatically extended to electrode
and cell stacks using the CAD tool OpenSCAD. Individually
designed layer composites can be generated based on user-
defined specifications, such as layer thickness and the type of
layer. Figure 4 shows an example of a porous coating that has
been extended by a current collector and/or separator. After
the generation of the layer composites, SCAD files are automati-
cally created for the new layers and then converted into STL files.

The postprocessing phase is initiated after the completion of
the structure generation. The STL files of the particles, binder
shells and/or bridges, current collectors, and separators are auto-
matically transferred to the meshing tool snappyHexMesh for the
creation of the discretization grid. All grid cells of the porous
coating that do not belong to the AM or BCB phase are assigned
to the electrolyte.

2.3. Numerical Determination of the Effective Thermal
Conductivity

Heterogeneous material systems, such as porous electrode coat-
ings, electrode stacks, and cell stacks, are regarded as black boxes.
Therefore, the concept of the effective thermal conductivity is
used. As reported in our previous publication,[37] the effective
thermal conductivity of porous electrode coatings or layered com-
posites can be calculated by applying a temperature gradient. The
latter induces a heat flow which, according to the second law of
thermodynamics, flows from a higher to a lower temperature.[40]

The Fourier heat conduction equation can be applied in the case
of 1D and stationary heat conduction.[40] Hereby, Q̇ represents
the heat flow, λeff is the effective thermal conductivity, A is the

Figure 1. a) Illustration of the system limitations and the sedimentation process. b) Representation of the system volume, the current collector cut, and
the separator cut. Reproduced with permission.[37] Copyright 2020, Wiley.

Figure 2. Representation of a) a particle covered by a binder shell, b) a
binder bridge between two particles, and c) a mixed particle structure with
binder shells and bridges.
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cross-sectional area, and T1 and T2 are the adjacent tempera-
tures, see Equation (1).

Q̇ ¼ �λ ⋅ A ⋅
dT
dx

¼ � λeff
s

⋅ A ⋅ ðT2 � T1Þ (1)

Figure 5a shows an example of a cell stack with an applied
temperature gradient perpendicular to the cell layers. This cor-
responds to a first-order boundary condition, also called a

Dirichlet condition (“fixed value”). The shaded system bound-
aries are considered adiabatic, therefore, a second-order bound-
ary condition according to Neumann (“zero gradient”) is applied.
A porous electrode coating is shown in Figure 5b as an example
in which the resulting temperature profile can be seen using the
boundary conditions mentioned earlier. Within the scope of this
publication, the resulting heat flow through a specified geometry
is determined by a numerical thermal simulation by applying a
temperature gradient and defined boundary conditions. As a
result, the effective thermal conductivity can be determined
according to Equation (2).

λeff ¼
Q̇ ⋅ s

A ⋅ ðT1 � T2Þ
(2)

The open source software package OpenFOAM, which is
based on the finite-volume method, is used for the solution of
the steady-state heat conduction problem and for determination
of the heat flow Q̇ . The numerical solutionmethod was explained
in detail in our previous work[37] and is, therefore, not the subject
of this article. After the completion of the numerical simulation,
the postprocessing tool wallHeatFlux from OpenFOAM is used
to calculate the incoming and outgoing heat flow through each
individual region (particle, binder shells, binder bridges,

Figure 3. Illustration of a unit cell, an anode stack, a cathode stack, and a cell stack of a lithium-ion battery.

Figure 4. a) Electrode coating, b) with current collector, c) with separator, and d) with current collector and separator.

Figure 5. a) Schematic representation of a cell stack as a black box system.
b) Illustration of the temperature profile of a porous electrode coating
using the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions.
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electrolyte, current collector, and separator). The thermal con-
ductivity results from Equation (2) considering the mean heat
flow of the hot (top) and cold (bottom) side (according to
Figure 5a).

3. Analytical Model

3.1. Porous Electrode Coating

An analytical model for the determination of the effective ther-
mal conductivity of porous electrode coatings (reported previ-
ously[37]) is briefly explained in the following section and
extended to electrode and cell stacks. The approach is based
on the well-known Zehner, Bauer, and Schluender (ZBS)
model,[41–43] which was originally developed for classic porous
particle beds. The idea of the modeling approach is the descrip-
tion of the effective thermal conductivity of porous structures
using thermal resistance networks. The networks consist of a
combination of series and parallel connections of thermal resis-
tors. Figure 6b shows the extension of the ZBS model for porous
electrode coatings. The bulk thermal conductivities and volume
fractions of the AM phase λAM, vAM, the BCB mixture λBCB, vBCB,
and the fluid phase λF,ϕ, as well as the particle distance factor c
and the particle contact area parameter α are the input parame-
ters of the analytical model, as shown in Equation (3).

λeff ¼ f ðλAM, λBCB, λF, vAM, vBCB,ϕ, c, αÞ (3)

In Figure 6a, the three main heat conduction pathways of
porous electrode coatings are shown schematically. Pathway 1
describes the heat conduction through the fluid/electrolyte phase
and pathway 2 through the AM phase, caused by contact areas of
the AM particles. By contrast, pathway 3 represents a mixture of
the fluid, AM, and the homogeneously considered BCB phase. A
rotationally symmetric section of the thermal resistance network
of the extended ZBSmodel is shown in Figure 6b. The network is

based on the assumption that the three main heat conduction
paths are connected in parallel. Hereby, the main heat conduc-
tion paths are weighted according to system-specific microstruc-
ture parameters. The derivation of the resistance network and the
explanation of the weighting parameters of the main heat con-
duction pathways can be found in our previous publication.[37]

3.2. Electrode Stacks and Cell Stacks

The model mentioned earlier can be extended by further layers
connected in series or parallel for the calculation of the effective
thermal conductivity of entire electrode and cell stacks.
Additional layers can correspond to further porous electrode
coatings, current collectors, or separators. The effective thermal
conductivity perpendicular to the stacking direction can be
described by the series connection of thermal resistors, accord-
ing to Equation (4).

λeff ,⊥ ¼ Lges
Pn

i¼1
Llayer,i
λlayer,i

(4)

The effective thermal conductivity parallel to the layers can be
described by the parallel connection of thermal resistors, accord-
ing to Equation (5).

λeff ,k ¼
Pn

i¼1 Llayer,i ⋅ λlayer,i
Lges

(5)

3.3. Porous Separator

Different modeling concepts for estimating minimal and maxi-
mal values of the effective thermal conductivity of porous sepa-
rators are presented in the following section. Separators are
porous multiphase structures which include a complex network
of interconnected and irregular pores or channels.[44,45]

Figure 6. a) Illustration of the three main heat conduction paths in porous electrode coatings. b) Illustration of the thermal resistance network of the
extended ZBS model for porous electrode coatings. Reproduced with permission.[37] Copyright 2020, Wiley.
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Commercially available LIB separators typically consist of poly-
mers, such as polyethylene and polypropylene.[44,45] Separators
can be regarded as a binary component system consisting of
the polymer matrix and the fluid/electrolyte in the pore spaces.
The volume fraction and thermal conductivity of the polymer is
abbreviated to vPM, λPM and that of the fluid to vF, λF. The parallel
connection can be used to determine the upper limit of the effec-
tive thermal conductivity of the porous separator. By contrast, the
series connection represents the lower limit of the effective ther-
mal conductivity. The Maxwell–Eucken bounds are the narrowest
possible limits for macroscopically homogeneous, isotropic, two-
phase materials.[46–48] The limits of the Maxwell–Eucken models
always lie within the series and parallel connection bounds, inde-
pendent of the components volume fraction and thermal conduc-
tivities.[46–48] The fluid is considered as continuous and the
polymer as dispersed phase in the Maxwell–Eucken model I.
In the Maxwell–Eucken model II, the polymer is considered
as continuous and the fluid as dispersed phase. Both compo-
nents are considered randomly distributed in the effective
medium theory (EMT), i.e., none of the phases is continuous
or disperse.[48–50] Each of the two components can form contin-
uous heat conduction pathways, which depend on the volume
fraction of the respective phases. Table 1 shows the models

mentioned earlier, their structure and their equations for the cal-
culation of the effective thermal conductivity.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Generic Reconstruction of Two Lithium-Ion Cells

This section deals with the reconstruction of porous electrode
coatings, electrode stacks, and cell stacks of two commercial
high-power cells manufactured by KOKAM. Therefore, the struc-
ture generation routine, presented previously in Section 2, is
used. Necessary experimentally determined morphological
parameters of both cells were required to ensure a realistic recon-
struction of the geometry. Known morphological parameter sets
of the cells are taken from the study by Almar et al.[38] and
unknown parameter sets are determined experimentally within
the scope of this work. First, we will briefly discuss the morphol-
ogy of typical porous electrode coatings. The porous electrode
coating consists of a fluid and a solid phase. The fluid phase
is an electrolyte which is located in the pore spaces of the porous
coatings. The solid phase of the porous coatings is regarded as a
heterogeneous material system consisting of AM particles and a
BCB mixture. The AM particles of both the anode and cathode

Table 1. Illustration of different models for the estimation of the minimal and maximal bounds for the effective thermal conductivity of heterogeneous
two-component systems.

Model Structure Effective thermal conductivity equation Ref.

Parallel connection λeff ¼ vF · λF þ vPM · λPM –

Maxwell–Eucken I
vF continuous phase
vPM disperse phase

λeff ¼
vF · λFþvPM · λPM · 3 · λF

2 · λFþλPM

vFþvPM · 3 · λF
2 · λFþλPM

[46,47]

EMT model vF · λF�λeff
λFþ2·λeff

þ vPM · λPM�λeff
λPMþ2 · λeff

¼ 0 [49,50]

Maxwell–Eucken II
vPM continuous phase
vF disperse phase

λeff ¼
vPM · λPMþvF · λF ·

3 · λPM
2 · λPMþλF

vPMþvF ·
3 · λPM

2 · λPMþλF

[46,47]

Series connection λeff ¼ 1
vF=λFþvPM=λPM

–
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coatings can be regarded as spheres, as shown in the SEM
images in previous studies.[51–53] Indrikova et al.[54] investigated
the distribution of the BCB phase within different porous elec-
trode coatings. They showed that the amount of the BCB phase
that coats the AM particles homogeneously is negligible com-
pared with the amount of the BCB that forms bridge-like struc-
tures between the AM particles. This conclusion is also
confirmed by different SEM images of BCB distributions of
the publications from Bauer et al., Pfaffmann et al., and
Wang et al.[55–57]

Bearing in mind the publications mentioned earlier, the BCB
phase is realized in the form of homogeneous binder bridges in
the generic reconstructions of the porous electrode coatings of
the two commercial KOKAM cells. Figure 7 shows an example
of the generation process of a generic binder bridge between two
AM particles. The generation of a binder bridge can be divided
into three consecutive steps: a) The BCB phase is generated by
extruding a polygon to a rotational body, b) the rotational body is

positioned between two AM particles, and finally, c) the binder
bridge results from the intersection of the rotational body and the
AM particle. The average surface coverage of the active particles
by the BCB mixture is about 35–40% in the case of binder
bridges, which corresponds to the literature value of 40% accord-
ing to Yoo et al.[58]

Two commercial high-power cells manufactured by KOKAM
at begin of life with a capacity of 350mAh (cell A) and 3.2 Ah (cell
B) in a discharged state (implies a State of Charge 0%) are
regarded in the following. Table 2 shows the specifications of
the two KOKAM cells A and B. The geometry and morphological
parameters of the reconstructed individual cell layers are shown
in Table 3.

As the composition of the separator is not known in detail, a
variation of the separator thermal conductivity is carried out in
Section 4.3 to estimate the sensitivity to the effective thermal con-
ductivity of the cell stack.

First, the morphological parameter sets of both KOKAM cells
required for the generic reconstruction of the electrode coatings,
electrode stacks, and cell stacks are discussed. The volume frac-
tions of the AM phase, the BCB phase, the particle size distribu-
tion of the AM and the geometry of the particles, as well as the
thicknesses of the individual layers must be defined as input
parameters for the structure generation routine for the recon-
struction of commercial electrode coatings, electrode stacks,
and cell stacks on a one-to-one scale. In a next step, the parameter
sets of the cathode coatings will be discussed. The porosities of
the cathode coatings were determined via mercury porosimetry.
Values of 32.4 vol% for cell A and 30 vol% for cell B for the cath-
ode coatings result. Identical high-power cells of the manufac-
turer KOKAM were investigated regarding their BCB fraction
in the publication of Almar et al.[38] Based on FIB–SEM images,

Figure 7. Illustration of the stepwise generation of a binder bridge:
a) extruding a polygon to a rotational body, b) positioning of the body
between two AM particles, and c) intersection of the polygon and the
AM particles.

Table 2. Specifications of the high-power KOKAM SLPB 283452H (cell A) and KOKAM SLPB 8043140H5 (cell B).

Cell properties KOKAM SLPB 283452H (cell A) KOKAM SLPB 8043140H5 (cell B)

Cell type High-power cell High-power cell

Cell capacity 350 mAh 3.2 Ah

Voltage range 2.7–4.2 V 2.7–4.2 V

Cell chemistry Graphite—LCO/NCA[59–61] Graphite—LCO/NCA[3,4]

Separator Polyethylene/polypropylenea) Polyethylene/polypropylenea)

Electrolyte LP30a) (1.0 M LiPF6; dimethylcarbonat (DMC)/ethylencarbonat (EC)¼ 50/50 wt%/wt%) LP30a) (1.0 M LiPF6; DMC/EC¼ 50/50 wt%/wt%)

a)Estimated.

Table 3. Morphological parameters and layer thicknesses of the reconstructed electrode coatings, electrode stacks, and cell stacks of cell A and cell B.

Structural
parameters

Cathode coating [c, pos] Cathode current collector [cc, pos] Anode coating [c, neg] Anode current collector [cc, neg] Separator [sep]

Cell A Cell B Cell A Cell B Cell A Cell B Cell A Cell B Cell A Cell B

Thickness Li [μm] 25 27.5 27 25 45 42 20 25 17 18

Porosity [vol%] 32.5 30.9 – – 26.3 26.7 – – – –

BCB fraction [vol%] 12.7 12.9 – – 18.5 18 – – – –

AM fraction [vol%] 54.8 56.2 – – 55.2 55.3 – – – –

Sauter mean
diameter [μm]

5.3 – – 8.9 – – – –
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they determined average values of 12.7 vol% for the BCB phase of
the cathode coatings. Regarding the generic reconstruction of the
BCB phase, the average value determined by Almar et al.[38] is
defined as the input value for both the KOKAM cells A and
B. The volume fractions mentioned earlier result in a value
for the cathode AM phase for cell A of 55 vol% and for cell B
of 56 vol%. The particle size distributions of the porous cathodes
of the high-power KOKAM cells were also examined in the con-
tribution of Almar et al.[38] Therefore, these particle size distri-
butions, determined with a mean Sauter diameter of 5.3 μm, are
used as input parameters for the reconstruction of both the cath-
ode coatings. The thicknesses of the cathode coatings of cell A at
25 μm and cell B at 27.5 μm were determined experimentally
using microscope images and a micrometer screw.

The porosities of the anode coatings were also experimentally
determined via mercury porosimetry. Values of 26.8 vol% for cell
A and 27.4 vol% for cell B were measured for the anode coatings.
Based on FIB–SEM images, a BCB fraction of 17.9% was deter-
mined for both the anode coatings of the KOKAM cells.
Furthermore, the particle size distribution of the anode AM with
an average Sauter diameter of 8.9 μm was extracted from the
images. The volume fractions mentioned earlier result in a value
of 55 vol% for the cathode AM phase for both cell A and cell B.
The thicknesses of the anode coatings were determined analo-
gous to that of the cathode coatings using microscope images
and a micrometer screw. Values of 45 μm for cell A and
42 μm for cell B were measured for the anode coating.

The morphological parameters of the reconstructed electrode
coatings of cell A and cell B mentioned earlier are shown in
Table 3. Structures with cross-sectional dimensions of
15� 15 μm2 are generated, which corresponds to 5–6 million
grid cells. This is caused by the fact that system volumes of
larger dimensions do not show significant changes in the effec-
tive thermal conductivity. Figure 8a shows the generically
reconstructed cathode coatings and Figure 8b the generically
reconstructed anode coatings of cell A and cell B. In addition,
the target volume fractions of all phases were reproduced with a
mean deviation of less than 1 vol%. Furthermore, the complex
pore structures of the commercial electrode coatings were
approximated considering the possibility of overlapping binder
bridges to reconstruct a realistic BCB network. Therefore, the

distribution shown in Figure 8 can be compared by the SEM
images in the publications.[55–57]

The extended structure generation routine presented in
Section 2.2 is used for a true-to-scale reconstruction of the elec-
trode stacks and cell stacks. The thicknesses of the cathode cur-
rent conductor of cell A at 25 μm and cell B at 27 μm were
determined experimentally using microscope images and a
micrometer screw. Values for the anode current collector of
20 μm for cell A and 25 μm for cell B were measured. In addition,
values for the thicknesses of the separators for cell A of 17 μm
and for cell B of 18 μm have been determined also with
microscope images and a micrometer screw. The results
agree very well with Mayur et al.[61] who measured a thickness
of 16 μm for the separator of the cell A. The mean deviations
of the layer thicknesses for the microscope images compared
with the micrometer screw are about 2 μm. Therefore, we
have used the mean value of the two measuring methods.
Only half the thicknesses of the current collectors are
considered for a representative cell stack, as described in
Section 2.2.

The separator is considered as a homogeneous layer in the
numerical reconstructions. The assumption of a homogeneous
separator layer represents a simplified, but precise description
of its effective thermal conductivity, with the benefit of an effi-
cient reduction of computing time. In addition, the thermal con-
ductivity of the solid polymer matrix (e.g., polyethylene and
polypropylene)[62–64] and the liquid electrolyte (e.g., LP30)[65] is
very close to each other, so that local microstructural influences
such as differences in porosity and tortuosity only play a minor
role. Therefore, the analytically heterogeneous modeling
approaches presented in Section 3.3 approximate the effective
thermal conductivity very accurately. As input parameter for
the effective thermal conductivity of the homogeneous separator
in the numerical model, the results of the analytical modeling
approaches depending on the porosity and bulk thermal conduc-
tivities of the separator materials are used. Figure 9 shows exam-
ples of reconstructed electrode stacks and cell stacks; the
corresponding dimensions of the layer thicknesses for cell A
and cell B are shown in Table 3. Structures with cross-sectional
dimensions of 15� 15 μm2 are generated, which have 8–10 mil-
lion grid cells.

Figure 8. Representation of the generically reconstructed electrode coatings of cells A and B: a) cathode coating and b) anode coating.
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4.2. Thermal Transport Properties

In addition to the morphological parameter sets, an exact knowl-
edge of the thermal transport properties of the individual bulk
materials is necessary for a precise modeling of the effective ther-
mal conductivity. For this purpose, an extensive literature study
focusing on the thermal conductivity of the bulk materials was
carried out. The results of the study refer to an average tempera-
ture of about 25 �C and the corresponding values are shown in
Table 4. The usual cathode AM is lithium-cobalt-oxide (LCO) or
lithium-nickel-manganese-cobalt-oxide (NMC). An average ther-
mal conductivity of 3.5Wm�1 K�1[66–71] was found for polycrys-
talline LCO, with a typical grain size of 2 nm. Cheng et al.[72]

determined a thermal conductivity of 4.2Wm�1 K�1 for
NMC, which deviates only by 0.7Wm�1 K�1 from the value

of LCO mentioned earlier. A common anode AM is graphite.
Buerschaper et al.[73] determined an average thermal conductivity
of 139Wm�1 K�1 for graphite, which shows a very good agree-
ment with the values of Sangrós et al.[74] and Ho et al.[75]

Therefore, the literature value of Buerschaper et al.[73] was cho-
sen as the input parameter. The AM of the anodes show a several
orders higher thermal conductivity in comparison to the catho-
des. In our previous contribution,[37] we show that the limitation
of the heat transport is not caused by the thermal conductivity
of the AM but by the conductivity of the BCB mixture and
the electrolyte. Because of the explained aforementioned inhib-
itions, the difference between the effective thermal conductivity
of the anodes and cathodes is quite smaller than the difference
between the thermal conductivity of their AMs. Therefore, the
deviation of about 0.7Wm�1 K�1 between the bulk thermal
conductivity of the cell chemistry NMC and LCO for this inves-
tigation is negligible. The AMs of the KOKAM cells A and B
consist of graphite for the anode coatings and a mixture of
LCO/lithium-nickel-cobalt-aluminum-oxide (NCA) for the cath-
ode coatings. As no literature values were available for NCA
and the thermal conductivity of the cathode AM only has a minor
influence, LCO was chosen as input parameter for AM of the
cathode coatings.

The BCB phase is a heterogeneous system which will be
approximated homogeneously for computational efficiency in
our contribution. The images of the FIB–SEM tomography
can be used to determine the fraction of the BCB mixture in
the porous electrode coatings, but the ratio of the binder fraction
to the carbon black (CB) fraction cannot be determined based on
the images. The typical composition of the BCB phase of com-
mercial electrodes varies between 50 and 70 wt% binder and 50
and 30 wt% CB, depending on the type of electrode.[52,76,77]

Considering the literature values mentioned earlier, a simulation
study was carried out by varying the CB fraction between 30 and
50 wt%. We limited the fraction in the BCB composite to an aver-
age value of 40 wt% as the effective thermal conductivities of
the simulation results showed no significant dependency on
the CB fraction. The commonly used polymer polyvinylidene-
fluoride (PVDF), which has a thermal conductivity of about
0.2Wm�1 K�1, was chosen for the binder phase.[78–80] The
CB shows a significantly higher bulk thermal conductivity of
24Wm�1 K�1.[81–83] The effective thermal conductivity of the
BCB composite is calculated according to the adapted model
of Hamilton and Crosser,[84] which we presented in detail in
our previous publication.[37] This model results in an effective
thermal conductivity of the BCB composite of 0.51Wm�1 K�1

for a CB fraction of 40 wt%.
A commonly used electrolyte is LP30, which consists of a mix-

ture of dimethyl carbonate and ethylene carbonate. Werner
et al.[65] determined the thermal conductivity of LP30 to be
0.18Wm�1 K�1. The laser-flash analysis is used for the experi-
mental determination of the effective thermal conductivity of
porous electrode stacks in this work. The principle of the
laser-flash analysis is explained in detail in the publication of
Parker et al.[85] Maleki et al.,[7] and Gotcu et al.[86] applied the
laser-flash analysis to porous electrode stacks in their contribu-
tions. The contributions mentioned are recommended for more
detailed information. We chose helium instead of LP30 as the
filling fluid for the pore space. This was because of the extremely

Figure 9. Exemplary representation of a cathode stack, anode stack, and
cell stack.

Table 4. Thermal transport properties of the individual components
of the reconstructed electrode coatings, electrode stacks, and cell
stacks of cell A and cell B.

Material Thermal conductivity
[Wm�1 K�1]

Density
[kg m�3]

Heat capacity
[J kg�1 K�1]

Graphite 139[73–75] 2260a) 715a)

LCO 3.5[66–71] 5028a) 716a)

Copper (Cu) 399[90] 8960[90] 385[90]

Aluminum (Al) 237[90] 2700[90] 855[90]

Binder PVDF (B) 0.20[78–80] 1809a) 1114a)

CB 24[81–83] 2260a) 650a)

BCB 40 wt% CB 0.51b) 1924a) 928b)

LP30 0.18[65] 1286[65] 1648[65]

He 0.03–0.06[87–89] 0.164[89] 5193[89]

a)Experimentally determined value; b)Modeled with Hamilton and Crosser.[84]
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volatile electrolytes and their incompatibility with established
measurement methods as well as the laser-flash analysis.
Considering helium as the filling fluid, it is possible to validate
our model approaches with experimental measurement data.
Therefore, the thermal transport parameters of helium are ini-
tially used in our models for the validation of the simulation
results. In a next step, the thermal transport properties are
replaced with those of LP30 in our models to determine the effec-
tive thermal conductivity under operating conditions. The
Smoluchowski effect[87,88] must be considered for gases like
helium due to the small pore size of the electrode coatings.
Considering the experimentally determined pore sizes of cell
A and cell B, the thermal conductivity of helium is reduced to
0.03 and 0.06Wm�1 K�1.[87–89] We used copper and aluminum
with thermal conductivity values of 399 and 237Wm�1 K�1 for
the current collectors of the anodes and cathodes, respectively.[90]

4.3. Simulation Results

In the following, the analytical and the numerical models are ver-
ified against each other and validated with the experimental data
of the electrode stacks and cell stacks of both of the KOKAM cells.
In a first study, we investigated the influence of the particle con-
tact area between the current collector layer and the separator
layer on the effective thermal conductivity of porous anode
and cathode coatings. An exemplary porous structure is shown
in Figure 10a. The area in red represents the particle contact area
to the separator layer or current collector layer. In this study, the
particle contact area between the current collector layers is kept
constant at a ratio of 0.2, whereby the contact area ratio between
the separator layer and the AM particles was varied between 0.03
and 0.55. The results of the effective thermal conductivity of the
anode coatings (red) and cathode coatings (blue) can be seen in
Figure 10b. As shown in Figure 10, the effective thermal conduc-
tivity of both coatings is independent of the contact area ratio. An
average effective thermal conductivity for the anode coatings of
1.75 and 1.1Wm�1 K�1 for the cathode coatings results. The
identical conclusion is also valid for the influence of the contact

area ratio between the AM and the current collector layer.
Therefore, the influence of the particle contact areas on the adja-
cent layers can be neglected and need not be considered in the
studies in the following sections.

In the second study, the validity of the analytical series con-
nection of thermal resistors (see Equation (4) in Section 3.2)
is checked against the numerical results for electrode stacks
and cell stacks. Therefore, the steady-state temperature profile
was evaluated for the generically reconstructed electrode stacks
and cell stacks of both the KOKAM cells. The stationary temper-
ature profile of the cell stack of cell A is shown exemplarily
in Figure 11a. Figure 11b shows the dimensionless mean
temperature along the heat conduction direction (z-axis) of infin-
itesimal volume segments. A mean linear temperature profile
can be recognized in each of the individual layers of the com-
posed cell stack. The current collectors show a low-temperature
gradient over the layer thickness due to their high thermal con-
ductivity, in contrast to the electrode and separator layers, which
show a high-temperature gradient due to their low thermal
conductivity. It is also evident that the separator layer represents
the greatest thermal resistance. The linear temperature profile
of the electrode coatings also indicate a homogenous distribution
of the AM particles and the BCB distribution in the heat conduc-
tion direction. In summary, the average temperature profile of
the cell stack is characteristic for a classical series connection
of thermal resistors.

We used Equation (5) to calculate the thermal conductivity of
the individual layers for the verification of this assumption. Here,
ΔT and ¯̇Q correspond to the mean temperature gradient and
mean heat flow, Li to the individual layer thickness, and A to
the cross-sectional area of the cell stack.

λlayer ¼
¯̇Q ⋅ Li
A ⋅ ΔT

(5)

Equation (6) represent the series connection of the thermal
resistors of the individual cell stack layers, according to the
Figure 11a.

Figure 10. a) Illustration of an exemplary porous structure with particle contact areas in red. b) Illustration of the dependence of the effective thermal
conductivity on the contact area ratio between the AM particles and the separator layer.
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Lcellstack
λeff

¼ 1
2
⋅
Lcc, pos
λcc,pos

þ Lc,pos
λc,pos

þ Lsep
λsep

þ Lc,neg
λc,neg

þ 1
2
⋅
Lcc,neg
λcc,neg

(6)

The effective thermal conductivity of the cell stack can be cal-
culated by combining Equation (5) and (6) using the mean tem-
perature profile and thicknesses of the individual layers. The
analytical series connection of the individual layers results in
a value of 1.09Wm�1 K�1 for the effective thermal conductivity,
which deviates by only 0.1% compared with the direct simulation
of the entire cell stack. The effective thermal conductivity of the
entire cell stack in the direct simulation is calculated via
Equation (2), with the applied temperature gradient along the
system limitations. The validity of the series connection is con-
firmed by the excellent agreement of the effective thermal con-
ductivity with the value of the direct simulation. Therefore, to
save computing time, only the porous electrode coatings must
be simulated. Afterward, the effective thermal conductivity of
the entire electrode stacks or cell stacks can be calculated using
the thermal series connection of the individual cell layers accord-
ing to Equation (5) and (6).

We compare the experimentally determined effective thermal
conductivities of the electrode stacks for both KOKAM cells for
the validation of the numerical and analytical model in the fol-
lowing. The results for the cathode stack of cell A are shown on
the left-hand side and for the cathode stack of cell B on the right-
hand side of Figure 12, depending on the filling fluid (helium
and LP30). The red bars describe the effective thermal conduc-
tivity of the direct simulation of the entire electrode stack,
whereas the blue bars describe the effective thermal conductivity
calculated by a series connection of the individual thermal con-
ductivities of the electrode layers, see Equation (4). The red bars
show an excellent agreement with a maximal deviation of only

0.03% in comparison to the blue bars. As reported in
Section 4.2, helium is initially used as the filling fluid for the
validation of the numerical and analytical models and, in a next
step, replaced by LP30 to determine the effective thermal conduc-
tivity under operating conditions.

An experimental value of 1.08� 0.09Wm�1 K�1 (green bar)
was determined for the cathode stack of cell A with helium as the
filling fluid, which deviates by only 1% from the simulation
result, considering the experimental uncertainty and the stochas-
ticity of the numerical results. The analytical model (violet bar)
shows a maximal deviation of 11% to from the experimental
results. The increase in the effective thermal conductivity of
the direct simulation by replacing the filling fluid of helium with
LP30 is about 33%. The numerical and analytical models deviate
by only 12% for LP30 as the filling fluid.

An experimental value of 1.42� 0.21Wm�1 K�1 (green bar)
was determined for the cathode stack of cell B with helium as the
filling fluid; the uncertainty of the experiment overlaps with the
values of the simulation (red bar) and the analytical model (violet
bar). The increase in the effective thermal conductivity of the
direct simulation by replacing the helium filling fluid with
LP30 is about 30%. The numerical and analytical models deviate
by only 11% for LP30 as the filling fluid.

The results for the anode stack of cell A are shown on the left-
hand side and cell B on the right-hand side in Figure 13, depend-
ing on the filling fluid (helium and LP30). The direct simulation
(red bars) show an excellent agreement with a maximal deviation
of only 0.03% compared with the series connection of the indi-
vidual thermal conductivities of the electrode layers (blue bars).

An experimental value of 3.02� 0.28Wm�1 K�1 (green bar)
was determined for the anode stack of cell A with helium as the
filling fluid; the uncertainty of the experiment overlaps with the
values of the simulation (red bar) and the analytical model (violet

Figure 11. a) Representation of the temperature profile of the cell stack of cell A. b) Illustration of the stationary temperature profile along the heat
conduction direction (z-axis) of volume segments.
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bar). The increase in the effective thermal conductivity of the
direct simulation by replacing the helium filling fluid with
LP30 is about 18%. The numerical and analytical models deviate
by only 3% for LP30 as the filling fluid.

An experimental value of 3.69� 0.22Wm�1 K�1 (green bar)
was determined for the cathode stack of cell B with helium as the
filling fluid, which deviates by only 2% from the simulation
result (red bar), considering the experimental uncertainty and

the stochasticity of the numerical results. The analytical model
(violet bar) shows a maximal deviation of 3% from the experi-
mental results. The increase in the effective thermal conductivity
of the direct simulation by replacing the helium filling fluid with
LP30 is about 30%. The numerical and analytical models deviate
by only 2% for LP30 as the filling fluid.

The experimental results in Figure 12 and 13 show for the fill-
ing fluid helium a significantly higher uncertainty compared

Figure 13. Comparison of the simulation results (red bars and blue bars) of the anode stacks of cell A (left) and cell B (right) with the results of the
analytical model (violet bars) and the corresponding measurement data (green bars).

Figure 12. Comparison of the simulation results (red bars and blue bars) of the cathode stacks of cell A (left) and cell B (right) with the results of the
analytical model (violet bars) and the corresponding measurement data (green bars).
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with the numerical simulations. The uncertainty of the numeri-
cal simulations can be explained due to the varying morphology
of the electrode structures caused by the structure generation
process. As the thermal conductivity of the filling fluid helium
is strongly reduced compared with the electrolyte LP30, see
Table 4, the morphological inhomogeneities of the solid phase
become more apparent and are reflected in a higher uncertainty
of the effective thermal conductivity. For the experimental
results, in addition to the uncertainties of the measurement
method, the stochasticity of the electrode coatings of the stacks
is included. Therefore, five different electrode stacks are mea-
sured three times per cell to regard the stochasticity of the elec-
trode coatings in the uncertainty of the experimental results.
Based on this, the experimental results show a significantly
higher uncertainty compared with the numerical simulations
and can vary for different cells and coatings in a wider range.

In the next studies, the effective thermal conductivity of both
the KOKAM cell stacks perpendicular and parallel to the layers
will be discussed. In a first step, we estimate the range of effective
thermal conductivity of porous separator layers according to the
models explained previously in Section 3.3, as no experimental
measurement results were available. Therefore, research into the
morphological parameters, material compositions, and their bulk
material thermal conductivities was carried out. Typical porosi-
ties of commercial separators vary between 30 and 70 vol%,
according to Abraham, Djian et al., and Patel et al.[91–93] The pore
spaces of the porous separators are filled with electrolyte. The
solid phase of separators usually consists of polyethylene and
polypropylene. The bulk thermal conductivity of polyethylene
varies between 0.3 and 0.44Wm�1 K�1[63,64] and of polypropyl-
ene between 0.12 and 0.22Wm�1 K�1.[62,63] We chose LP30 as
the electrolyte for the fluid phase. Based on the parameter sets
mentioned earlier, such as the porosity and the bulk thermal con-
ductivities ranges, a variation of the effective thermal conductivi-
ties of the separator was carried out using the analytical models
presented in Section 3.3. The bounds of the models are shown
in Table 5. The models generally show a very good agreement in
comparison with each other and with the experimental values
of Richter et al.,[28] which also vary in a value range of
0.1–0.4Wm�1 K�1.

Considering the analytically and experimentally determined
values, the effective thermal conductivities of the separators
λsep were varied in the following studies in a range of
0.1–0.4Wm�1 K�1. Table 6 shows the effective perpendicular
thermal conductivities determined by the direct simulation,

the series connection of the individually simulated cell layers
and the analytical model for a thermal conductivity of the
separator layers of 0.28Wm�1 K�1. The latter value was
estimated from the mean thermal conductivities of various sep-
arators experimentally determined by Richter et al.[28] The
results of the direct simulation and the series connection of
the individual simulated cell layers differ for both cell A and
cell B by only 2%. The analytical model also shows a slight
deviation of 4% compared with the direct simulation of the
entire cell stack. No further direct simulations were carried
out below due to the excellent agreement between the direct
simulation and the series connection and a reduction in the
computing time.

Figure 14 shows the effective perpendicular thermal conduc-
tivity of the cell stacks of cell A and cell B as a function of the
separator thermal conductivity bounds estimated previously.
The effective thermal conductivities for both cell stacks calculated
by the simulative regarded series connection vary in a range of
0.5–1.35Wm�1 K�1. The effective thermal conductivities deter-
mined by the analytical model result in values for both cell stacks
between 0.5 and 1.25Wm�1 K�1. The maximum deviation
between the two models is only about 3%. The results presented
are in an excellent agreement with typical literature values of dif-
ferent round, pouch, and prismatic cells,[31–36] which vary
between 0.15 and 1.63Wm�1 K�1. Considering the thermal
resistances of the individual cell layers, the separator layer was
identified as the limiting factor for the effective perpendicular
thermal conductivity. There are only minor deviations on average
between cell A and cell B of about 3.5%. Reason for the small
differences are the very similar thicknesses of the separator
layers and their limiting thermal resistances compared with
the other cell layers.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, the series and parallel connec-
tions for heterogeneous systems represent the minimal and max-
imal bounds of the effective thermal conductivity. Therefore, we
investigated a parallel connection of the individual cell layers to
determine the maximal effective thermal conductivity of both cell
stacks. Figure 15 shows the effective parallel thermal conductiv-
ity of both cell stacks depending on the thermal conductivity of
the separator layer. In addition, the thermal conductivities of the
aluminum and copper current collectors were varied by �10 and
�20%. The results of the analytical model are not shown in
Figure 15, due to the slight deviations of less than 0.2% com-
pared with the simulation results. A comparison of the effective
parallel with the effective perpendicular thermal conductivity val-
ues of both cell stacks shows a 50–60 times higher thermal

Table 5. Estimation of the separator thermal conductivity bounds
depending on the porosity and bulk thermal conductivities of the
polymers used for different analytical models.

Model Porosity [vol%] λpolymer [Wm�1 K�1] λsep [Wm�1 K�1]

Parallel connection 0.13–0.37

Maxwell–Eucken I 0.12–0.34

EMT model 30–70 0.1–0.45 0.12–0.35

Maxwell–Eucken II 0.12–0.36

Series connection 0.12–0.31

Table 6. Effective perpendicular thermal conductivity for both KOKAM cell
stacks A and B, determined by the direct simulation, the series connection
of the individually simulated cell layers and the analytical model for an
input thermal conductivity of the separator layers of 0.28Wm�1 K�1.

Method λsep [Wm�1 K�1] λeff,stack [Wm�1 K�1]

Cell A Cell B

Direct simulation 0.28 1.09 1.05

Series connection (simulation) 0.28 1.11 1.06

Series connection (analytical model) 0.28 1.07 1.02
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conductivity of the parallel connection of the layers (compare
Figure 14 and 15). Figure 15 shows that the effective parallel ther-
mal conductivity of the cell stack is independent of the thermal
conductivity range of the separator layer considered. The varia-
tion of the thermal conductivities of the current collectors results
in a directly proportional change of the effective thermal conduc-
tivities of the cell stacks by �10 and �20%.

5. Conclusion

In this work, a numerical and an analytical model for the effective
thermal conductivity of porous electrode coatings were further
developed to describe the according properties of electrode
and cell stacks. The geometry of the porous electrode coatings,
electrode stacks, and cell stacks of two commercial high-power

Figure 14. Illustration of the effective perpendicular thermal conductivity of the cell stacks of cell A and cell B as a function of the separator thermal
conductivity bounds estimated.

Figure 15. Illustration of the effective parallel thermal conductivity of the cell stacks of cell A and cell B as a function of the separator thermal conductivity
bounds estimated and the thermal conductivity of the current collectors.
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cells manufactured by KOKAM were reconstructed.
Morphological parameter sets of the cells were taken from the
study by Almar et al.[38] and unknown parameter sets were deter-
mined experimentally. In the first study, the influence of the par-
ticle contact areas on the current collector and separator layers
was investigated. The study showed that the influence of the par-
ticle contact areas on the adjacent layers can be neglected and
need not be considered. Based on this, we demonstrated the
validity of the series connection of the thermal resistances of
the individual cell layers compared with a direct simulation of
the entire electrode or cell stacks.

A validation of the numerical and analytical model was carried
out based on experimental measurement values of the recon-
structed electrode stacks of the KOKAM cells. The effective ther-
mal conductivities of the numerical model deviate by a
maximum of 2% from the experimental values and 11% from
the analytical model. The numerical and the analytical models
show a maximum deviation of 12%.

Finally, effective thermal conductivities of both KOKAM cell
stacks perpendicular and parallel to the layers were determined.
First, the upper and lower thermal conductivity bounds of
the separator were estimated with classic models for binary het-
erogeneous systems. Values between 0.1 and 0.4Wm�1 K�1

were obtained, which correspond to the known literature
values of Richter et al.[28] A range of 0.5–1.35Wm�1 K�1 for
the effective perpendicular thermal conductivity of the cell
stacks and a range of 66–72Wm�1 K�1 for the effective parallel
thermal conductivity were determined. The values for the per-
pendicular thermal conductivity are in good agreement with
common literature values of different round, pouch, and pris-
matic cells.[31–36] The heat transport in the considered LIB cells
is limited mainly by the low thermal conductivity of the sepa-
rator layers.
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